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Key
brown = main events in egg donor controversy
blue = main events in data fabrication controversy

I. Institutional Evolution of South Korean Bioscience Research
1985
Feb
1989
1990
Jul
1994

Genetic Research Institute created from pre-existing labs and staff in the Korea Advanced
Institute of Science and Technology.
GRI is transferred to the Korean Institute of Science and Technology
The GRI moves to new facilities in Taedok Science Town outside Seoul.
South Korean government initiates the Biotech 2000 plan, under which government and
industry will spend 15.5 trillion won (US$18 billion) over a 14-year period on biotech R&D.
The program’s main objective is to make South Korea one of the seven leading biotech
nations by 2007. This date is later pushed to 2010.
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1995
Mar
1999
May
2002

GRI enlarged and renamed Korea Research Institute for Bioscience and Biotechnology
(KRIBB).
KRIBB becomes an independent organization under the Korea Research Council of
Fundamental Science and Technology.
Research on human embryonic stem cells and somatic cell nuclear transfer research have
become national projects with significant funding from various government institutions.

II. Development of South Korean Bioscience Legislation prior to the Egg Donors Scandal
1997
First discussions of developing a law on bioscience, biotechnology, and bioethics.
2000

2002
May

Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST) establishes a Korean Bioethics Advisory
Commission to develop law relating to bioscience and biotechnology research. Its draft
legislation would prohibit reproductive and therapeutic cloning and allow stem cell research
on surplus frozen embryos from in vitro fertilization for a temporary period. The Ministry
rejects this proposal.
MOST submits a proposed law focused on research. The Ministry of Health and Welfare
(MHW) submits a proposed bill addressing the issues of protecting patients and donors.

Jul

MHW consolidates the two bills into a draft bioethics and safety act, which is released for
public comment.

late
summer

Citizens groups review the draft and propose changes that will prohibit embryonic cloning
and interspecies hybridization and strengthen the proposed National Bioethics
Committee's status and function.

2003
Oct
Dec
2004
Mar

Government submits a draft Bioethics and Biosafety Act to the National Assembly.
National Assembly adopts the Bioethics and Biosafety Act, stipulating that it will take effect
on 1 January 2005.
MHW establishes a Bioethics and Biosafety Task Force Team to develop the institutional
framework for regulating stem cell research to ensure its transparency and ethical integrity,
and to establish and run the National Bioethics Committee created in the Act.
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2005
1 Jan

Aug

Bioethics and Biosafety Act comes into effect. An Additional Provision in the act allows
researchers who had begun stem cell research at least 3 years before the Act’s entry into
force or who had published a paper on stem cell research in an international scientific
journal to continue work.
First grants of licenses to undertake stem cell research issued to scientists not covered by
the Additional Provision.

III. The Controversies over Hwang Woo-suk’s Research
1999

On two occasions Dr. Hwang Woo-suk of the Veterinary Faculty at Seoul National
University announces successful cloning of cows at press conferences. No published
scientific papers follow.

2002
Hwang and collaborators begin a project with the goal of creating patient-specific stem cell
lines by deriving stem cells from cloned embryos. The Institutional Review Board at
Hanyang University Hospital in Seoul, where the procedures for securing the eggs will be
done, approves protocols for egg donation. The researchers secure human eggs for the
project from at least 16 women. South Korean law requires that donors give informed
consent, but does not prohibit paying them.
2003
Hwang’s expertise in cell nuclear transfer and cloning leads to his appointment as
Coordinator of a Ministry of Science and Technology-funded project on
xenotransplantation to be carried out by 200 researchers in over a dozen Korean
universities.
2004
Jan

Allegations that Dr. Hwang’s research team secured egg donations from female graduate
student and junior researcher members and paid other donors are raised in Korea. In
public, Hwang denies the allegations and is backed by members of the Hanyang University
Hospital IRB.

Feb

Concerns continue to be expressed by South Korean citizens’ rights activists and
bioethicists. A civic organization, the People’s Solidarity for Participatory Democracy,
began pressuring the government to release the donor documentation. Members of the
Korean Bioethics Association also raise questions and urge the National Human Rights
Commission to investigate.

23 Feb

Professors Times, a national newspaper in which academics comment on current issues,
carries an article by Lee Pil-pyul, a science historian at Korea National Open University
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(Seoul), expressing doubt that it was as easy to recruit volunteer egg donors as Hwang
and his supporters have been suggesting.
Spring

Hwang asks possible egg donors in his team whether they had in fact donated eggs. They
admit they had but ask that he keep the information confidential.

Apr

National Human Rights Commission establishes a bioethics taskforce, but it does not take
up the allegations against Hwang and his collaborators. A senior member, Park Kyungseo, explained to reporters from Nature that the Commission’s mandate is to enforce the
new rules that will exist in January 2005 when the Biosafety and Bioethics Act takes effect,
not to investigate particular research projects.

6 May

Brief comment urging resolution of the egg donation allegations is published in Nature (vol.
429, p. 3, 2004).

22 May

Participants in the annual meeting of the Korean Bioethics Association call on Hwang and
members of the Hanyang University Hospital IRB to answer continuing questions about
recruitment of egg donors and funding sources for his stem cell projects.

3 Jun

News of the ongoing controversy is published in Nature, thus circulating it worldwide.

Aug

Science publishes a paper by Hwang and associates claiming they are the first to clone
human embryos for research. South Korean President Roh Moo-hyun’s Adviser for
Science and Technology Park Ky-Young is listed among the co-authors. [See the paper:
Hwang, W.-S. et al. "Evidence of a pluripotent human embryonic stem cell line derived
from a cloned blastocyst". Science 303 (#5664), 1669–1674 (2004).]

2005
1 Jan

South Korean Bioethics and Biosafety Act takes effect.

May

Time magazine includes Hwang in its list of ‘People Who Mattered 2004’ stating that
Hwang "has already proved that human cloning is no longer science fiction, but a fact of
life.” [See:
http://www.time.com/time/asia/2004/personoftheyear/people/hwang_woo_suk.html]

May

Science publishes a paper by Hwang’s team claiming to have produced the first “tailored”
(patient-specific) embryonic stem cells by extracting stem cells from cloned embryos. The
paper describes creation of 11 patient-specific stem cell lines. [See: Hwang, W.-S. et al.
"Patient-specific embryonic stem cells derived from human SCNT blastocysts" Science
308, 1777–1783.]
Publication of the paper triggers a threefold rise in prices of South Korean biotech stocks.

24 Jun

South Korean Ministry of Science and Technology awards Hwang the title of Supreme
Scientist, an honor carrying US$15 million of financial support for research.
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Summer

Mgen Bio, a Seoul National University venture firm set up by Hwang and others,
announces successful cloning of transgenic pigs expressing human leukocyte antigen
(HLA)-G, which is thought to improve immune tolerance of humans to transplanted pig
tissues.

4 Aug

Nature publishes a paper by a South Korean research team including Hwang claiming the
first cloning of a dog, an Afghan hound named Snuppy. The paper specifies that the
cloning was accomplished by somatic cell nuclear transfer. Hwang, W.-S. et al., "Dogs
cloned from adult somatic cells". Nature 436 (#7051): 641.

Aug

Korean media report that South Korean government agencies are working with Hwang on
plans to launch an international stem cell research center in Seoul.

19 Oct

South Korean President Roh Moo-hyun authorizes allocation of US$132 million for
establishment of the World Stem Hub at Seoul National University and appointment of
Hwang Woo-suk as its president. It is expected to have regional affiliates in several
countries including the United States, the United Kingdom and Germany.

1 Nov

World Stem Hub is opened for patient applications.

7 Nov

Reuters carries reports that the South Korean government is cracking down on people
traders in human eggs under a new law that makes it illegal to buy and sell gametes—with
penalties up to three years for the broker and two years for the woman selling her eggs.
The campaign is a reaction to evidence that women have been offered substantial sums to
pay off credit-card debts in exchange for their eggs. The report also indicated that
Japanese women have bought Korean eggs. Obstetricians and gynecologists have a
professional code that prohibits gamete trading but no Japanese law banned egg
trafficking.

11 Nov

Dr. Gerald Schatten of the University of Pittsburgh (USA) and the Pacific Fertility Clinic in
San Francisco California announce they are suspending collaboration with Hwang’s
groups. In a press statement Schatten indicates he regards Hwang’s research as valid
and his decision to withdraw was "grounded solely on concerns regarding oocyte
donations in Dr. Hwang's research. ... Yesterday information came to my attention
suggesting that misrepresentations might have occurred relating to those oocyte
donations. The nature of this information mandates confidentiality. I have contacted
appropriate academic and regulatory agencies regarding this new information and
accordingly have suspended my collaborations with Dr. Hwang."

21 Nov

Roh Sung-il, a junior researcher in 2002, now Head of the fertility clinic at MizMedi
Women’s Hospital supplying eggs for Hwang’s research, holds a news conference. He
tells the assembled journalists that in 2002 he had paid some 20 women the equivalent of
US$1,400 each for donating eggs used in the research for Hwang's 2004 paper. Roh also
said that after Hwang's work became well known, women were willing to donate eggs
without compensation. Roh insisted Hwang did not know of the early payments. South
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Korean Ministry of Health officials say that no laws or ethical guidelines were breached
because there were no commercial interests involved in this transaction.
21 Nov

Hwang supporters establish a non-profit foundation to secure egg donations. Korean
journalists report that 800 women have volunteered to become donors by the end of the
week.

22 Nov

In a news program PD Su-Cheop (Producer's Notebook), the Seoul-based Munhwa
Broadcasting Company (MBC) discusses the charges of unethical conduct in the egg cell
acquiring process. Munhwa is immediately accused of being unpatriotic, and several
advertisers drop their accounts. Demonstrators gather outside company headquarters in
Seoul and the program’s producers are threatened in posts to Internet chat boards.
Many in Korea are maintaining that Hwang's ethical lapse was not a serious violation, and
that the controversy merely reflects a difference in culture between Korea and the West.

24 Nov

Hwang calls a press conference and announces his intention to resign from the World
Stem Cell Hub. He acknowledged his laboratory had used ethically questionable means of
acquiring human egg cells and apologized for lying about whether junior team members
had donated eggs. He claimed to have rejected a proposal to acquire egg cells from his
assistants in 2003, but the two women had then made the donations under false names.
He also added that he had lied about the source of the eggs to protect the privacy of his
female researchers, and that he was not familiar with the Declaration of Helsinki.

24 Nov

Health Ministry official Choi Hee-joo comments that the egg donors were motivated by
desire to serve science and that their actions followed Eastern ethical conceptions and
therefore should not be judged by the standards of Western culture.

late Nov

The South Korean government promises to maintain financial support for Hwang’s
research, and leaders of the World Stem Cell Hub say they will refuse his resignation.

29 Nov

Another installment of Munhwa Broadcasting’s PD Su-Cheop includes a segment
challenging Hwang’s claim to have developed patient-specific stem cell lines. Pursuing a
tip, Munhwa staff had requested and gotten samples of five of the patient-specific cell lines
from Hwang and sent them, together with tissue samples from the persons claimed to be
the source, to an independent lab for DNA analysis. The program featured the lab’s report
that the DNA in one cell line did not match the tissue sample -- as it should, if the lines
were truly cloned from patient samples – and that it could not isolate DNA from four other
cell lines.

1 Dec

Korean press reports indicate that Hwang stands by the integrity of his science, but has yet
to authorize independent testing of them.

4 Dec

Continuing public pressure, withdrawal of more sponsors, and allegations that it used
illegal methods to gather information from Hwang's collaborators lead Munhua
Broadcasting to indefinitely suspend broadcasts of PD Su-Cheop.
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Dec

Questions about the specific genetic cloning techniques used by Hwang raised suspicions
about the authenticity of Snuppy. Hwang claims to have used somatic-cell nuclear
transfer, but Robert Lanza of Advanced Cell Technology in Worcester, Massachusetts
USA – one of Hwang’s leading competitors in the race to be the first to clone a human
embryo – claims that the cells may have been collected from embryos that had undergone
parthenogenesis (spontaneous creation of daughter cells), and that the dispute can only
be resolved by examining the dog’s mitochondrial DNA.

15 Dec

Roh Sung-il, who collaborated on the patient-specific stem cells paper, admitted that nine
of the eleven stem cell lines had been faked after independent DNA testing showed they
shared identical DNA, meaning they had come from the same source.

16 Dec

At a press conference in Seoul, Hwang maintains his claim to have developed patientspecific embryonic stem cells but admitted problems with the data. He acknowledged
problems with the original lines and said he could recreate the stem cell lines in ten days.
He accused Dr. Kim Sun-jong, a former collaborator, of switching some of the stem cell
lines.

16 Dec

Hwang announces that he is asking the editors of Science to retract the May paper on
patient-specific stem cells, which was already controversial because of irregularities in the
data on which Hwang based claimed to have made 11 lines of human embryonic stem
cells each cloned from a different person.
Roh Sing-il repeated claims by Kim Sun-long, a former scientist at MizMedi now at the
University of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, who had told Korean media that Hwang asked him
to fabricate images for nine of the eleven cell lines described in the May 2005 Science
paper. Another former researcher of Hwang told MBC that Hwang ordered him “to
fabricate photos to make it appear there were 11 separate colonies from only three”.

17 Dec

Seoul National University establishes a 9-member internal review panel to investigate the
allegations about Hwang’s techniques and data.

19 Dec

Korean scientists claim in internet postings that a photo in the Science paper was
fabricated from a previously published image.

late Dec

Charges of fraud extend to Hwang’s 2004 paper in Science (vol 303, p 1669) claiming to
have made the first human embryonic stem cells from cloned embryos. Leslie Johnson,
head of Clinical Testing and Research, a DNA testing lab in Ridgewood, New Jersey, said
that DNA fingerprint plots labeled as coming from the same experiment seem to involve
different amounts of DNA.

mid-Dec

Seoul prosecutors begin an investigation of Dr. Hwang’s activities.
Local discussions among Korean bioethicists are concluding that the South Korean
Ministry of Health and local Institutional Review Boards allowed Hwang’s research to
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proceed with lax ethical oversight compared to what researchers in other countries
experience.
20? Dec

Hyun Insoo and Jung Kyu-won, “Letter to the Editor Concerning Oocyte and Stem Cell
Procurement for Stem Cell Research,” 2005. The American Journal of Bioethics 5(6): Wxx
retract their support of Hwang’s claims to have used proper informed consent to secure
eggs for his patient-specific stem cell work. They say they realized from Hwang’s remarks
at the Dec. 16th press conference that he could not have used their informed consent
procedure because it was not in place early enough for him to have gotten the research
results reported in that study in time to publish it in May 2005.

23 Dec

Preliminary report from Seoul National University review panel announces findings that
Hwang had intentionally fabricated stem cell research results relating to 9 of his 11 claimed
stem cell lines. It had not yet been able to confirm the validity of the two other stem cell
lines. The panel also rejected Hwang's claim to have used only 185 eggs to create stem
cell lines; it is indicated that more eggs may have been used in the research process.
Hwang announces his resignation from his faculty position at Seoul National University
and apologized for “creating a shock and a disappointment.” The University rejected
Hwang's resignation on the basis of a university regulation specifying that an employee
under investigation may not resign. University spokespersons explain that the regulation
ensures that employees under investigation cannot avoid punishment or secure the
rewards that follow voluntary resignation.

29 Dec

2006
3 Jan

The Seoul National University review panel confirms there are no patient-matched
embryonic stem cells in existence and states that Hwang's team does not have the
scientific data proving any of the stem cells had ever been made.
The Seoul National University investigators issue preliminary report. Investigating team
head Dr. Chung Myung-hee tells reporters at a press conference that “Hwang's team did
not have the data for the stem cell lines in the 2004 paper, but fabricated it”. However, the
investigators sustained Hwang’s 2005 claim to have created the world's first cloned dog.
PD Su-cheop returns to the air with a segment summarizing the Hwang scandal.

4 Jan

Yang Sam-sung resigns as Chair of the newly created National Bioethics Committee.
Yang’s previous legal work for Hwang had raised concerns about possible conflicts of
interest on his part. [Different version: It was uncovered during the investigations that
Yang Sam-sung, the Head of South Korea's National Bioethics Committee, had
participated in panel meetings while he was still Professor Hwang's lawyer].

9 Jan

President Roh replaces science minister Oh Myung with Kim Woo-sik. Local journalists
and political analysts interpret this as a reprimand for the discovery in December that stem
cell research by Hwang Woo-suk, was fabricated.
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10 Jan

Seoul National University review panel issues’ final report. It concludes that data in
Hwang's 2004 and 2005 papers in Science had been fabricated. It concluded that he had
not cloned a single embryo to get the stem cells but had taken stem cells from
conventionally fertilized embryos, one of which had undergone parthenogenesis
(spontaneous division into daughter embryos). It also stated that at least 273 eggs, rather
than the 185 claimed by Hwang, had been used in the research.
The review panel also rejected Hwang's claim he was unaware of egg donations by female
researchers on his own team after discovering that Hwang had distributed egg donation
consent forms to his researchers and gave one a ride to MizMedi Hospital for the egg
extraction procedure.
Park Ki-young, President Roh’s Science and Technology Advisor, announced her
resignation.

10 Jan

PD Su-Cheop airs a segment discussing Hwang’s techniques for dealing with journalists
and explores why the public was reluctant to accept the idea Hwang had acted badly.

11 Jan

Hwang’s 2004 and May 2005 papers are retracted by the editor of Science.

Jan

The Seoul National University review panel officially requests interviews with Gerald
Schatten and Park Jong-hyuk at the University of Pittsburgh, two co-authors of the May
2005 paper.

9 Feb

Seoul National University suspends Hwang and 6 collaborators from their faculty posts.

10 Feb

Gerald Schatten is cleared of misconduct by an internal review board at the University of
Pittsburgh. The review board concluded there is no evidence that Schatten knew about
the fraud taking place in Hwang's lab.

20 Mar

Seoul National University dismisses Hwang from the faculty. Other faculty members who
were part of Hwang’s team are given 2-3 month suspensions.

21 Mar

Ministry of Science and technology revokes the title Supreme Scientist awarded to Hwang
in June.

May

The World Stem Cell Hub is formally closed. Seoul National University announces plans
to turn its facilities over to a gene therapy clinic that will use somatic (adult) stem cells.

12 May

Prosecutors secure indictments of Hwang on charges of fraud (using false research results
to attract US$ 2 million in private company contributions for his research), bioethics
violations (purchase of human eggs for research use), and embezzlement (diverting over
$900,000 in state-provided and private research funds to personal accounts for use in
giving gifts to supporters and politicians). Three other researchers on his team are also
charged with misappropriating research funds.
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May

Hwang goes on trial in Seoul.

Oct

Media reports suggest Hwang has restarted his cloning research in Thailand.

Oct.

Defense phase of Hwang’s trial begins.

2007
late
2008
May
1 Aug
2009
19 June

Report by US scientists investigating Hwang’s research indicates he may have developed
stem cells from an unfertilized human egg. [unverified source]
Hwang returns to animal cloning by setting up Sooam Biotech Research Foundation in
Yongin, South Korea just outside Seoul.
Ministry of Health denies Hwang’s application for restoration of license to perform research
on human stem cells.
English language daily Chosun Ilbo reports that Hwang’s team at Sooam Biotech has
cloned Trakr, the dog that rescued the last live evacuees of the 9/11 World Trade Center
collapse, under contract from BioArts of Mill Valley, California USA.

IV. Changes in South Korean Bioscience-related Legislation after the Scandal
2006
2007
Jan

De facto ban on stem cell research using cloned embryos.
National Bioethics Committee begins reconsidering the de facto ban. It concludes that if
cloning embryos for stem cell extraction is to be permitted it will have to permit a larger
number of South Korean laboratories to get involved.

Mar

National Bioethics Committee recommends ending the ban on using embryos as sources
of stem cells while limiting scientists to using embryos that would otherwise be discarded
after in vitro fertilization procedures.

Oct

National Assembly adopts an Amendment to the Executive Ordinance of the Bioethics Act
("Amendment"). It revises the process for calling the Council of National Bioethics
Committee into action, establishes rules for creating new committees for particular areas of
bioethics, and makes some changes in the rules for approval of stem cell projects to
require more specificity in the research plan and timeframe. It does not change the
provisions regarding informed consent of egg donors.
<end>
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